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New Website Presentation

Responsive Design

The current website for Cure The Future has been in place since the early days of the Charity. Since then there has been a revolution 
driven by the popularity of mobile phones device for surfing the net - Fully Responsive websites will now work across all devices - 
smartphones and mobile devices as well as Smart TVs, game consoles, laptops and desktop computers.

These websites also feature higher in internet searches - because there are now more searches done on mobiles than desktops, Google 
‘punish’ older websites with lower rankings. 

To have an effective presence on the internet it has become imperative to upgrade old websites.

Read More

Social Media Integration

As well as technical design, this leading technology means new websites have thousands of possible ‘extras’ - extensions which facilitate 
a whole world of things the website can do. 

The websites we now build interact with social media and other websites, providing a fertile cross-pollination of information, discussion 
and interest across facebook, instagram, twitter etc. as well as professional applications such as LinkedIn. Along with video content from 
YouTube and Vimeo, we can also integrate news feeds, share relevant website links and promote our own - as well as other people’s 
blogs, news and press releases.

Social Media integration is crucial for any effective online marketing strategy.

http://www.tastybytes.com.au/what-is-a-resonsive-website
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Facebook

The Cure The Future Facebook Page has less Likes than I would have expected and is using (I think) a Map of Gadens’ offices as a 
Cover Photo. This needs to be addressed - as part of this project we would redesign the Facebook page to match the new website and 
aim to increase the number of ‘Likes’ dramatically - every person who shares on your Page informs other people. It is exponential. It is 
also vital to to help us spread the message online across all platforms.

Social media is a very powerful tool for any business that is all about people - it puts success into the hands of the everyone who is 
engaged with it. We have seen some great results from putting Social Media integration in place.

Newsletter

Another element we can improve on at Cure The Future is an active Newsletter. 

As part of this project we recommend that we design and install a MailChimp newsletter system, importing all your contacts and making it 
easier for you to manage (or we can manage this for you). MailChimp is well supported with website extensions to make it very easy for 
us to sign people up on the website - helping build your database of potential donors at the same time. 

The Cure The Future Newsletter would be designed to look like a mini version of the website - providing a familiar Brand experience 
which makes our members and visitors feel at home.

All this recent technology is ideal for a charity like Cure The Future, which will benefit enormously from a move into a far more ‘sharing’ 
environment than has ever been possible in the past.
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Search

We are not SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) specialists, but as intelligent web designers we understand how Search engines use 
elements like Responsive design, Social media integration, links and newsletters - to build an algorithm to determine how easy it is to find 
your charity online.

As well as this, the way the content is presented matters too - all Tasty Bytes websites include basic OnPage SEO, which ensures that 
the copy on the website meets the criteria to be discoverable by Search Engines. We also write the Content itself to maximise  

We believe this is particularly important for the new Cure The Future website, because our content is critical to our message. 

For example, if someone searches ‘Haemophilia’ or ‘Hodgkinson’s Lymphoma’ or any of the rarer inheritable diseases, it makes it far 
more likely that CureTheFuture will appear among the given results. 

Searches like this might sometimes be linked to a diagnosis.. one may assume this might be of themselves or someone close to them in 
their family. This search contact is therefore important to them for understanding and re-assurance as well as to us - and important to us 
as it potentially represents an opportunity for future donation.

It also guides us as to what new content we might consider introducing to the new website. 

(See Menu Items)
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     Website Pages & Menu Items
As well as presenting a visual layout for discussion purposes Cure The Future Demo, our pitch for the Cure The Future website 
considers the content of the website to be critical. 

Here are some ideas of content we’d like you to consider.

/Home

The home page would grab the attention and act as a quick introduction to the work of the charity, explain how people can help and 
present them with a quick and easy way to get involved - a Call to Action. For current members it will also show what is happening in the 
world of Cure The Future - socially, financially and about the work - with quick links to donate straight away. 

It will also have ways to Contact Us, and a feed from our (new improved) Facebook page. The Home Page will present Cure The Future 
as a caring, informative, active and socially appealing community.

/About

Transparency. There would be information about what Cure The Future does - a page about Prof. John Rasko, sections about the 
members of his research team, introductions to the Board and the Fundraising team.. and what people (the visitor) can do to help.

Through Social media and newsletters we can feature new team members or share news about individuals - helping keep our Facebook 
page relevant and personal.

http://www.tastybytes.co.nz/cure-the-future
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/Research + Diseases
An important new section in the website would be about what I call R&D - Research and Diseases, which would list all of the famous 
4000 diseases and explain in some detail many of the more common ones, along with some layman’s explanation about how Cell and 
Gene Therapy might be expected to work. 

If people understand more about the work - they will feel more empowered and more likely to engage. 

These sections would be written by us under Professor Rasko’s guidance. I already have a lot of understanding about this and 
information from the previous videos and advertising work we produced during my time on the board.  

The section would include links to other resources about disease and research and serve as a place for people to gain better 
understanding of inherited disease - and what CAGT through John Rasko and his team are attempting to achieve. 

It also needs to mention where we are experiencing success. Even small items of news are valuable reassurance to people who are 
investing money in their dream of a cure for the future. I think we should try and provide continual good reason for them to continue 
donating - and encourage others to do the same.

News like this makes great occasional feature items for our facebook page and newsletters.
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/Donate & Buy
All the ways you can donate to Cure The Future - using ways to automate this further so people can donate into the bank account or 
‘immediately’ via PayPal - as well as creating options for automatic regular subscription. This can all be achieved directly through 
software extensions on the new website without needing to go elsewhere for payment. 

We can also increase monetisation by online Selling - at a Cure The Future shop. Give people the opportunity to show their support with 
branded items to generate income and satisfy people’s desire to display attachment. 

Pens, T-shirts, Caps, Baby-wear, iPhone cases and mousepads - the list of potential funding opportunities is limitless. Even if we sell only 
one item it can help.

The new website can also sell tickets for functions online.

/Wills & Inheritance
Inheritance plays a big part in our work and our strategy, both practically as well as emotionally.

Another way we can ‘own’ the concept of inheritance as a charity is through ‘Wills’ - the defining moment of inheritance. Contemporary 
software allows us to present Wills online - and encourage people to think about making one if they have not already. Through helping 
them with this, we can encourage them to consider a Bequest to Cure The Future - as another way to invest in the future of their family. 

I would have thought with Cure The Future’s close affiliation with Gadens, we should be able to present visitors to the website with an 
opportunity to create a will that is reliable and properly managed, creating opportunity for our Visitors/members, Gadens Lawyers and 
Cure The Future at the same time.
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/Social Stuff

The website would also have a large Social section. As well as Photo Galleries of past events and social functions it would advertise and 
facilitate Forthcoming events , which would be well highlighted on the Home Page as well as on Facebook. Regular facebook posts about 
these social occasions make them more appealing and better ‘Liked’.

Parties and smaller occasions can be promoted in the same way.
In line with the proposed new strategy we would focus on more Family based events - with all forms of social media being so embraced 
by the younger generation we can move to increase the charity’s popularity with the next wave of investors, with Twitter, Instagram and 
snapchat feeds.

/Cure The Future Collage
Another possible way to engage people would be to ask visitors to upload a photo of anyone in their family who has ever suffered from, 
or died of, an hereditary disease.
The uploaded photo of that person would then form one pixel of a much larger picture, celebrating that life and contributing to research 
into treatment of that disease - possibly with a name, a story - with a $5 donation in their name.

The picture would then grow organically - we could have a larger picture ready for it to grow into - or keep adding the scale of the picture 
so it gets bigger and bigger. 

It could be streamed anywhere too - to a page on the website, to facebook, to a TV monitor in reception or at CTF functions - it could be 
on the billboard overlooking Times Square!  It is on the worldwideweb, so it could be screened Anywhere.
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Most Important of all - a new Approach.
Having considered the many aspects of creating a successful website for you technically and from the digital marketing perspective - 
once we have a website people can find, see on their iPhone and are looking at.. what do we say?

From looking at the existing website, facebook page and other material it seems to me that  CTF would benefit from a new approach to 
the message. Say something new - in a way we haven’t said it before, that appeals to a broader cross-section of the market.

The Family
I have spent some time living and working in New Zealand, looking after elderly members of our own family. In New Zealand, Whanau 
(Family) is a big deal. Whanau is not just Mum, Dad + 2 kids family - this is an extended, all-embracing family that includes a far broader 
meaning of the word family, embracing friends, schoolmates, neighbours and community. It is ‘Family’ in the Sister Sledge meaning of the 
word.

It occurs to me in this light that every aspect of hereditary disease, the research John does and the fund-raising of Cure The Future - is 
all about Family.

The desire to cure, care for and protect the future of our children - is all about Family.

I think Cure The Future should focus on Family. 
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In the small demo website I have created for your consideration, I have used the word Family in the donation options - wether donating 
as an individual, a family or as a business we all bring our own family into our thinking about hereditary disease.

As well as providing a solid emotive structure for our website copy and pitch, the concept of family - the circle of trust - the close-knit 
group - presents embracing design themes and layout ideas. 

The laughter, tears and familiarity of a family present us with fantastic visual and emotional reference points.

It is elements like this that are the cornerstones of a truly appealing and functional campaign as well as a website - it’s not about a photo 
of a baby or glib ‘mission statements’. It is so much more.

A successful Cure The Future website will be engaging, informative, interesting, appealing  and heartfelt - it will make the viewer want to 
become part of the charity. 

To be part of our Family.
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Logo
In keeping with my thinking about the Family, I have always wondered why DNA Dave is single?
(I also wondered why he wasn’t DNA Dan.. but anyway..) 

I think the logo for Cure The Future should expand to include a family of DNA Daves, Danas, Dans and Dianes. By keeping Nick 
Beckhurst’s same ‘character’ we can continue to use all current assets, but by adding more we could create a great new visual 
opportunity for Cure The Future - just by growing it into a Family.

Closing

The reasons for my original involvement as a Board Member of Cure The Future remain. I still have a passion for John’s work - it is 
important to me and my family personally - ethically as well as medically.

As well as having a good understanding of John’s work and all the challenges faced trying to fund research - I now have a busy company 
producing websites in Australia, New Zealand and the UK, helping all kinds of businesses generate income online.

I would love to combine these two passions to help you create the next digital era of Cure The Future, help further invigorate the charity 
and build a new website to help make this happen.

Let’s engage properly with Social Media, make some noise and generate some fresh new energy around Cure The Future.

Thanks for reading this

Adrian Hayward
Creative Director | Website Designer


